
Fomapan 400
Foma Fomapan 400 Film is a fast speed B&W film that comes in 
35mm roll, 120 roll, and various sheet sizes. 
The film is panchromatically sensitized & designed for taking 
photographs under low light conditions or when using short  
exposure times. The film is a good balance between low  
granularity, good resolving power and good contour sharpness. 
It has a nominal speed rating of ISO 400, but due to its wide 
exposure latitude the film processed as standard will give good 
results overexposed at ISO 200, or underexposed as ISO1600.

Action - high speed

35mm films
Fomapan 400 135-24
Fomapan 400 135-36
Fomapan 400 17 metre bulk length
Fomapan 400 30 metre bulk length

Roll film
Fomapan 400 120 roll film

Sheet films
Fomapan 400 5 x 4” 50 sheets
Fomapan 400 5 x 7” 50 sheets
Fomapan 400 10 x 8” 50 sheets

Fomapan sheet film in all speeds is incredibly 
good value for money, & supplied in boxes 
of 50 sheets at around other manufacturers 
price for a pack of 25.
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Fomapan 400 35mm
Top - full frame
Left - negative + rebate
Above - negative detail

Film processed in Rodinal R09 at 1+25

Large formal film users tend to rate lower than ISO 400 any-
way, & ISO 200 would probably be the benchmark speed when 
using the Fomapan 400 sheet film.
In the smaller formats, especially 35mm, grain is more of an  
issue than with fast films, & developer choice is important. A 
high acutance developer like Rodinal will yield very good  
sharpness, but at the expense of a more visible grain structure. 
This is what some people are looking for, but if you need to get 
the finest grain combined with speed, Ilford Microphen is well 



Fomapan 400 spectral sensitivity example using Kodak chart

worth testing. Otherwise conventional full speed fine grain  
developers like Ilford ID11, Kodak D76, or Foma’s own  
developer, Fomadon P will work well.

“The negative out of the drum were quite nice, no blocked up 
shadow or blown highlights in fact I could hardly tell the 
difference from the Fomapan 100 shots I made at the same time 
as the Fomapan 400 images. Both resulting images printed 
happily on grade 1.5 using a diffused enlarger. I would imagine 
a bit of fine tuning of the developing times would only improve 
things. With an 8x10 print the grain was as expect nonexistent, 
however enlarger up to 16x20 the pepper-like grain become 
apparent but not extreme.” 

Shane Booth, Large Format Australia

Fomadon P film developer
is a two-component, powder metol-hydroquinone 
developer which is equivalent to the developer 
Kodak D76 or Ilford ID11. Designed for manual 
processing of all types of black and white films, 
it produces images in neutral black tone. It is 
supplied in packaging to make up 1 litre of 
working solution.
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